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Abstract

Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE) is a standard for estimating soil loss

caused by rainfall and overland flow. The current software tool that implements this

standard is RUSLE 1.06b, which is a stand-alone DOS application. In this project, we

converted the DOS application to a Web application, which we call Web-based RUSLE

(WebRUSLE).

WebRUSLE stores the data for fields, climate, soil types, cover-managements, and

support practices in a relational database. The data stored in the database can be

accessed with Web forms. Furthermore, the user can specify the location of a field on

an interactive map so that the soil types and the area of the field can be automatically

determined. The result of the calculation is displayed on Web pages as a graph as well

as in text.
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1 Introduction

RUSLE (Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation) I has been widely used to assess the

amount of soil loss and to develop a conservation plan [1]. RUSLE I has evolved from

USLE (Universal Soil Loss Equation), which was developed based on data collected from

1930s through 1970s. RUSLE has the same formula as USLE with some improvements

such as revised isoerodent maps, a time-varying soil erodibility factor, a subfactors ap-

proach for evaluating the cover-management factor, a new equation to reflect a slope

length and steepness, and new conservation-practice values. Thus, RUSLE I has become

a standard model for estimating soil loss [1].

RUSLE I 1.06 is a software application released by USDA-Agricultural Research

Services (ARS), and it implements the RUSLE I standard. This application is written

in C, and its user interface is text-based. The input data are stored in files.

nnnnn We have converted RUSLE 1.06 to a Web application, which we call We-

bRUSLE. WebRUSLE uses a relational database to store the data. The user interface

is provided as a set of Web forms. Since WebRUSLE performs data manipulation and

calculation on a server, a user needs only a Web browser to use it. The application also

supports following additional features.

1. WebRUSLE data can be browsed with a tree-view interface. Fields, rotations,

crops, operations, and effects of operations are represented as nodes in a tree-view.

When a user clicks on a node, a Web form containg the data for that node are

displayed.

2. The location of a field can be specified with an interactive map interface in order

to determine automatically the soil type and the area of the field.

3. The results of a calculation are shown as texts and as a graph. The RUSLE factors

such as R, K, LS, C, and P are displayed as numbers in Web forms. The sub-factors

of C can be displayed as a graph.

4. Sample data for rotations, crops, operations,and effects can be inserted, modified,

or deleted with a set of Web forms. A user can copy these sample data for his use.

5. The security mechanism lets a user decides which users can view and modifiy the

data on his field. Owners of a field can allow other users to display, update, and

take an ownership of his field. Permissions can be given to a user, and a user can

belong to multiple groups.
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6. The data export/import mechanism allows users to share data among different

WebRUSLE systems. A user can export data for his field into an XML file and

import this file to another WebRUSLE system.

WebRUSLE data is stored in a SQLServer database. The calculation component is

implemented as as set of .NET classes written in C#. The user interface is implemented

as a set of Web forms. ArcIMS [4], which is a map server from ESRI, is used to produce

the map interface.

Recently, RUSLE II, a Windows application for estimating soil loss based on the

RUSLE 2 model, is released from USDA-ARS. The RUSLE 2 model is an improved

version of the RUSLE I model. Unfortunately, when we were implementing WebRUSLE,

the exact specification of the RUSLE 2 model was not available for us to implement it

as a Web application.

Section 1 provides an introduction to the WebRUSLE project. An overview of the

RUSLE I model is explained in Section 2 and provides that of of WebRUSLE system in

Section 3. The implementation details of the database are described in Section 4, and

those of the calculation module in Section 5. Section 6, 7, 8, and 9 explain implemen-

tation details of the user interface, the map interface, the graph module, and the user

interface for the sample data, respectively. The security mechanism are explained in Sec-

tion 10, and the export/import mechanism in Section 11. The validation results of the

calculation module are given in Section 12. Finally, Section 13 provides the conclusions

and proposes possible future work for the WebRUSLE application.
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2 Overview of RUSLE

The erostion rate at a given field depends on multiple factors. RUSLE computes the

average amount of A annual soil-loss with the following equation:

A = R ∗K ∗ L ∗ S ∗ C ∗ P

The factors used in the formula are as follows.

1. A is the average annual soil loss per unit area measured in ton/(acre * yr).

2. R is the rainfall-runoff erosivity factor that represents the rainfall erosion index

and a factor for any significant runoff from snow.

3. K is the soil erodibility factor that defines the soil-loss rate per erosion index

unit for a particular soil. It is measured on a standard plot (slope length 72.6 ft,

steepness of 9% continuous, and clean-tilled fallow).

4. LS is the combined factors of the L factor (slope length factor) and the S factor

(slope steepness factor).

5. C is the cover-management factor that specifies the ratio of the soil loss under the

actual condition to the soil-loss under the base condition.

6. P is the support practice factor which is the ratio of the soil loss with a specific

support practice to that under upslope and downslope tillage.

We now describe each factor.

The R factor represents the erosivity of the climate at a particular location. This

factor can be computed from average annual sum of the erosivity of individual

storms which can be obtained from historical weather records. The erosivity of an

individual storm is computed as the product of total energy of the storm, which

is closely related to storm amount, and the maximum 30-minute intensity of the

storm.

The K factor is a measure of soil erodibility under the standard condition. This fac-

tor is influenced by the detachability of the soil, and the transportability of the

sediment eroded from the soil.
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The LS factor combines the L and S factors and it represents the effect of the slope

length, the steepness, and the shape of a field.

The C factor represents the effects of cover-management practices on soil loss.

The P factor represents the support practice such as contouring and strip cropping,

and the effect of a concave slope, a terrace, or subsurface drainage. The P factor

and the C factor represent the effect of land use on erosion. These factors are

often useful in developing an erosion control plan.
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3 Overview of WebRUSLE

In this section, we describe the architecture of the WebRUSLE application and explain

how its components work together. Figure 1 shows the organization of WebRUSLE.

Web Browser

IIS Web Server

GIS

Graph

Simulator

ArcIMS ArcSDE

SQL Server 
Database

Figure 1: Organization of WebRUSLE.

We implemented all the WebRUSLE components with the Microsoft .NET Frame-

work. The Microsoft IIS is used as the Web server and the Microsoft SQL Server as the

database server. The ESRI ArcSDE spatial data server and the ESRI ArcIMS Internet

map server are used to generate maps displayed on Web browsers.

We now describe how WebRUSLE performs its calculation. The user provides the

RUSLE input data with Web forms. When the location of the field is specified with the

map interface, the data for the soil segments in the field are stored in table SoilSegments

before the calculation is performed. Finally, the computation result is shown on a Web

page. The user can also view the result as a graph on a Web page.

In the following sections, we describe the major components of WebRUSLE, including

the database, the calculation module, the GIS interface, the graph-drawing component,

the WebRUSLE interface, the security mechanism, and the data export/import mecha-

nism.
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4 WebRUSLE Database

The WebRUSLE database consists of three kinds of tables: instance tables, type tables,

and security tables.

1. An instance table stores the data for actual entities of one type such as fields,

rotations, crops, or operations. A RUSLE calculation is performed with the data

in instance tables.

2. A type table stores sample data for prototypical entities of one type. A

record in a type table can be copied to an instance tables associated with it. For

example, a record for a corn in table CropTypes can be copied to table Crop. The

copied record can then be modified to meet the specific conditions of the field

where the corn is grown.

3. A security table stores information for access-control. That is, who can read and

write which data is determined by the content of this table.

Figure 2, 3, and 4 show the ER diagrams for the instance tables, the type tables,

and the security tables.

Table EIRegions

An EI region is a geographical area for which the EI value is defined.

Table EIRegions

Column Name Description

EIRegionID primary key

comment comment related to the EI region

Table EIValues

An EI value is a product of total energy and the maximum 30-minutes intensity (I30)

of a rain storm. The EI value is calculated for every 15-day period. Each EI region

has twenty-four EI values for one year. Table EIValues stores EI value for each 15-day
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Figure 2: The ER diagram for the instance tables.
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Figure 4: The ER diagram for the security tables.
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period and for each region.

Table EIValues

Column Name Description

EIRegionID foreign key to table EIRegions

period index in one year for 15-day period index ranging from 1 to 24

EIValue EI value

Table WeatherStations

A weather station is an equipment to measure the weather data for each city. Each

weather station stores monthly weather data for one year period. Table WeatherStations

stores location data for each weather station.

Table WeatherStations

Column Name Description

wsID primary key

address street address of the weather station

city city name

state state name

zip zip code

latitude latitude of the city

longitude longitude of the city

EIRegionID foreign key to table EIRegions

freezeFreeDays average number of consecutive days in a year, where the lowest temper-

ature is above the freezing point

elevation elevation of the city

tenYearEI maximum single-storm EI value in ten years

RFactor R factor

The R factor is the erosivity of the climate. The R factor can be calculated by

following formula.

R =

∑j
i=1(EI30)i

N
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where

(EI30)i = product of total storm energy and maximum 30-min intensity (EI30) for storm i

j = number of storms in an N year period

Table Weather

The Weather table stores such weather data as an average temperature and an average

precipitation for each weather station for each month.

Table Weather

Column Name Description

wsID foreign key to table WeatherStations

month month when the climate data is collected

avgTemp average temperature

meanPrec average precipitation

Table Fields

Table Fields stores the information for each field.

Table Fields

Column Name Description

fieldID primary key

name name of the field

address street address of the field

city city name

zip zip code

wsID foreign key to table WeatherStations

doPonding true if water ponding occurs

lsMeasurement measurement method of all topological segments such as

1 – down the slope and

2 – horizontally

lsSegmentDivision characteristic of all segment divisions such as

1 – varying in length and

2 – equal length
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lsGeneralLandUse how the field is utilized such as

1 – regularly tilled cropland

2 – no-till cropping

3 – thawing cropland soils in NWRR

4 – pasture

5 – range, except semi-arid with coarse soils

6 – range, semi-arid with coarse soils

7 – disturbed forestland

8 – disturbed fill, topsoil, no rock cover

9 – disturbed cut, topsoil, no rock cover

10 – disturbed fill, subsoil, no rock cover

11 – disturbed cut, subsoil, no rock cover

12 – disturbed fill, topsoil, rock cover

13 – disturbed cut, topsoil, rock cover

14 – disturbed fill, subsoil, rock cover and

15 – disturbed cut, subsoil, rock cover

pDisturbance disturbance type such as

1 – frequent disturbance and

2 – infrequent disturbance

pRidgeHeight category of ridge height in the field such as

1 – no ridges

2 – very low (0 --5"-2") ridges

3 – low (2"-3") ridges

4 – moderate (3"-4") ridges

5 – high (4"-6") ridges

6 – very high ( >6") ridges and

7 – variable ridge heights
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pFurrowGrade average or critical slope of the row grade in the field

pTerraceType terrace type such as

1 – closed outlet terrace or sediment basin and

2 – graded terrace (including level terrace with open

outlet)

pInterval horizontal interval between terraces

LSFactor LS factor

KFactor K factor which is retrieved from SSURGO soil database

area area of the field

PFactor R factor

OBJECTID foreign key to table Yolo

LS factor consist of L and S factor. We can calculate L factor from following formulas:

L = (λ/72.6)m

m = β/(1 + β)

β = (sin θ/0.0896)/((sin θ)0.8 + 0.56)

where

λ = horizontal projection of the slope length

m = slope length exponent

β = ratio of rill erosion to interrill erosion

S factor is calculated by formulas:

S = 10.8 sin θ + 0.03 s < 9%

S = 16.8 sin θ − 0.50 s ≥ 9%

where θ = slope steepness

Table FrequentDisturbances
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A disturbance is an activity that changes soil characteristics. There are two kind of

disturbances: frequent and infrequent disturbances. A field may contain multiple dis-

turbances. Table FrequentDisturbances stores data for each frequent disturbance af-

fecting.

Table FrequentDisturbances table

Column Name Description

effectOrder order of the effect in the operation

effectCategory category of the effect

pcDisturbed percentage of the disturbance from this effect

roughInit initial roughness

roughEnd final roughness

residueLeftOption how the residues are left

residueLeft how many residue are left

depth depth of soil from this disturbance

freqDistID primary key

fieldID foreign key to table Fields

RISet runoff index set used for cover management such as

1 – cropland

2 – Northwest Wheat and Range Region; influenced by frost

3 – rangeland, at disturbance, dominated by thunderstorms

4 – rangeland, at disturbance, dominated by frontal activity

5 – rangeland, after consolidation

dominated by thunderstorms and

6 – rangeland, after consolidation

dominated by frontal activity

coverManagement category of the cover managements

vegStrips number of vegetation strips in the field

stripWidthSpec unit of a strip width

Each runoff index set contains a different set of categories of cover-management

practices as listed below. For example, when a user select runoff-index-set cropland,

he can choose one of “estab. sod-forming grass”, “1st year grass or cut for

hay”, ... , and “clean tilled, smooth, fallow”.

1. cropland

1 – estab. sod-forming grass
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2 – 1st year grass or cut for hay

3 – heavy cover and/or very rough

4 – moderate cover and/or rough

5 – light cover and/or mod. rough

6 – no cov. and/or minimal rough and

7 – clean tilled, smooth, fallow

2. Northwest Wheat and Range Region; influenced by frost

1 – estab. sod-forming grass

2 – 1st year grass or cut for hay

3 – heavy cover and/or very rough

4 – moderate cover and/or rough

5 – light cover and/or mod. rough

6 – no cov. and/or minimal rough.

7 – clean tilled, smooth, fallow and

8 – very rough with stubble

3. rangeland, at disturbance, dominated by thunderstorms

1 – very rough; plant + rock cover > 50%

2 – very rough; plant + rock cover > 25%

3 – rough; plant + rock cover > 50%

4 – moderately rough; plant + rock cover < 50% and

5 – slightly rough; sparse cover < 25%

4. rangeland, at disturbance, dominated by frontal activity

1 – very rough; plant + rock cover > 50%

2 – very rough; plant + rock cover > 25%

3 – rough; plant + rock cover > 50%

4 – moderately rough; plant + rock cover < 50% and

5 – slightly rough; sparse cover < 25%

5. rangeland, after consolidation, dominated by thunderstorms
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1 – rough; plant + rock cover > 50%

2 – rough; plant + rock cover < 50%

3 – moderately rough; est. veg.; cover < 40%

4 – slightly rough; est. grass; cover < 35% and

5 – smooth; grass/brush + rock cover < 25%

6. rangeland, after consolidation, dominated by frontal activity

1 – rough; plant + rock cover > 50%

2 – rough; plant + rock cover < 50%

3 – moderately rough; est. veg.; cover < 40%

4 – slightly rough; est. grass; cover < 35% and

5 – smooth; grass/brush + rock cover < 25%

Table InfrequentDisturbances

Table InfrequentDisturbances stores data for each infrequent disturbance.

Table InfrequentDisturbances

Column Name Description

infreqDistID primary key

fieldID foreign key to the Fields table

coverDist percentage of the covered surface at the time of disturbance

coverConsol percentage of the covered surface at the time of consolidation

roughDist percentage of the roughness at the time of disturbance

roughConsol percentage of the roughness at the time of consolidation

lastDisturbance number of years since the last disturbance

Table SoilSegments

A soil segment is an area of a field covered by the soil of the same type. A field may

have multiple soil segments. Table SoilSegments stores thedata on the soil segments in

each field.
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Table SoilSegments

Column Name Description

soilID primary key of the segment

fieldID foreign key to table Fields

percentLand percentage of the area of the segment in the field

SoilType category of the soil such as1. normal soil2. volcanic soil

Table NormalSoils

There are two kinds of soil : normal and volcanic. All the states except for Hawaii

have normal soil, whereas the volcanic soil is the major type of soil in Hawaii. Both of

tables NormalSoils and VolcanicSoils store physical data on soil. The soil data was

obtained from the Soil Survey Geographic (SSURGO) database, which contains the soil

map data of the United States. This database is maintained by the Natural Resources

Conservation Service (NRCS).
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Table NormalSoils

Column Name Description

soilID primary key of a soil segment

soilTypeID foreign key to table SoilTypes

soilName name of the soil

n rockCover percentage of rocks in the soil

yearsToConsolidate number of years before the soil is consolidated

hydrologicGroup hydrological group of the soil such as

hydrologic group A. lowest runoff potential

hydrologic group B. moderately low runoff potential

hydrologic group C. moderately high runoff potential

hydrologic group D. highest runoff potential

surfaceTexture category of the surface texture of the soil such as

1 – sand

2 – loamy sand

3 – sandy loam

4 – loam

5 – silt loam

6 – silt

7 – sandy clay loam

8 – clay loam

9 – silty clay loam

10 – sandy clay

11 – silty clay and

12 – clay

siltFineSand percentage of silt fine sand in the soil

clay percentage of clay in the soil

organicMatter percentage of organic matters in the soil

soilStructure category of the soil structures

soilPermeability category of the soil permeability

coarseFragmentCorr coarse fragment correction of the soil

Table VolcanicSoils
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TableVolcanicSoil

Column Name Description

soilID primary key

soilTypeID foreign key to table SoilTypes

soilName name of the soil

unstableAggregates percentage of unstable aggregates

baseSaturation percentage of base saturation

siltParticles percentage of silt-sized particles

coarseSand percentage of fine sand

fineSand percentage of very fine sand

Table VegStrips

A strip cropping is a way to prevent soil-loss with strips of different vegetation.

Table VegStrips

Column Name Description

stripID primary key

fieldID foreign key to table Fields

year year the strip cropping occurs

pattern cover and roughness pattern of the strip such as

C1. estab. sod-forming grass

C2. 1st year grass or cut for hay

C3. heavy cov. and/or very rough

C4. moderate cov. and/or rough

C5. light cov. and/or mod. rough

C6. no cover and/or min. rough

C7. clean tilled, smooth, fallow

width width of the strip

steepness percentage of the steepness of the strip

Table TopoSegments

A topological segment is an average of a slope with a uniform gradient. A field can have

multiple topological segments.
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Table TopoSegments

Column Name Description

segmentID primary key

fieldID foreign key to table Fields

segmentNo segment number

length length of the segment

gradient gradient of the segment

Table Rotations

A rotation is a list of grown crops in a field possibly over multiple years. The Rotation

table stores general information for each rotation.

Table Rotations

Column Name Description

rotationID primary key

rotationTypeID foreign key to table RotationTypes

rotationName name of the rotation

fieldID foreign key to table Fields

rotYears how long the rotatation exists, in years

bValue b value of the rotation

doMoisture true rotation has moisture depletaion

doSenes true if the rotation has moisture senescence

comments comment related to the rotation

AFactor A factor

We can calculate annual soil loss A factor from following formula:

A = R ∗K ∗ LS ∗ C ∗ P

where

R = rainfall-runoff erosivity factor

K = soil erodibility factor

LS = L factor (slope length factor) and S factor (slope steepness factor)

C = cover-management factor

P = support practice factor
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Table CropGrowth

Table CropGrowth stores physical data of a crop such as the root mass, canopy cover

and height for each 15-day period. A crop has many crop growth periods.

Table CropGrowth

Column Name Description

cropID foreign key to table Crops

daysOfGrowth day the crop data is collected

rootMass root mass

canopyCover canopy cover

fallHeight height of the crop

Table Crops

Table Crops table stores general information for each crop.
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Table Crops

Column Name Description

cropID primary key

cropTypeID foreign key to table CropTypes

cropName name of the crop

rotationID foreign key to table Rotations

category category of the crop such as

1 – time-varying and

2 – permanent pasture or rangeland

unit harvest unit of the crop

weight weight per harvest unit

residueRatio residue yield ratio

rowSpacing space between crop rows

plantPop plant population

MoisDepRate moisture depletion rate

surfaceResConst surface residue decomposition constant

subsurfaceResConst sub-surface residue decomposition constant

residueWeight30 residue weight at 30 percent of cover

residueWeight60 residue weight at 60 percent of cover

residueWeight90 residue weight at 90 percent of cover

comments comment related to the crop

Table Operations

An operation is an activity performed during the growth of a crop. Table Operations

stores general information for each operation.

Table Operations

Column Name Description

operationID primary key

operationTypeID foreign key to table OperationTypes

operationName name of the operation

cropID foreign key to table Crops

startDate date the operation is performed

comments comment related to the operation
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Table Effects

An effect is a result caused by one operation. An operation have multiple effects. There

are eight effect types. Table Effects combines the parameters of all the effect types

into one table.

Table Effects

Column Name Description

effectID primary key

operationID foreign key to table Operations

effectOrder order of the effect in the operation

effectCategory category of the effect such as

NoEffect, DisturbSoil, AddCropResidue,

AddOtherResidue, RemoveCropResidue, RemoveCrop,

PlantCrop, KillCrop, Regrowth, and RemoveAllResidue

pcDisturbed percentage of the disturbance from the effect

roughInit initial roughness

roughEnd final roughness

residueLeftOption how the residues are left

residueLeft how many residue are left

depth depth of soil from the effect

pcOnSurface percentage of soil on surface

surfaceResConst surface residue decomposition constant

subsurfaceResConst sub-surface residue decomposition constant

residueWeight30 residue weight at 30 percent of cover

residueWeight60 residue weight at 60 percent of cover

residueWeight90 residue weight at 90 percent of cover

regrowthCropID crop to be grown next (for the regrowth effect)

Table TimeSegments

When WebRUSLE performs a RUSLE calculation, it stores the result in the database.

There are two tables that keep these results: tables TimeSegments and Years. The

TimeSegments table stores the result for each time segment, which is the smallest time

interval in the RUSLE calculation.
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Table TimeSegments

Column Name Description

fieldID foreign key to table Fields

rotationID foreign key to table Rotations

cropID foreign key to table Crops

operationID foreign key to table Operations

startDate start date of the time segment

endDate end date of the time segment

CC canopy cover which is a sub factor of the C factor

PLU prior land use which is a sub factor of the C factor

SC surface cover which is a sub factor of the C factor

SM surface moisture which is a sub factor the the C factor

SR surface residue which is a sub factor of the C factor

EI EI value for the time segment

C C factor

P P factor

K K factor

LS LS factor

R R factor

The C factor is calculated with following formula:

C = (SLR1EI1 + SLR2EI2 + . . . + SLRnEIn)/EIt

where

SLRi = soil-lossed ratio at time period i

EIi = crop EI value at time period i

n = number of time periods

EIt = sum of the EI percentages for the entire time period

Table Years

Table Years stores the result from RUSLE calculation for each year.
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Table Years

Column Name Description

yearID primary key

rotationID foreign key to table Rotations

trueYear actual year

PFactor R factor

CFactor C factor

AFactor A factor

Table RotationCropTypes

The RotationCropTypes represents the many-to-many relationship type between tables

RotationTypes and CropTypes.

Table RotationCropTypes

Column Name Description

rotationTypeID foreign key to table RotationTypes

cropTypeID foreign key to table CropTypes

startAfterDays When the crop will be grown, in days

Table CropOperationTypes

The CropOperationTypes represents the many-to-many relationship type between ta-

bles CropTypes and OperationTypes.

Table CropOperationTypes

Column Name Description

cropTypeID foreign key to table CropTypes

operationTypeID foreign key to table OperationTypes

startAfterDays when the operation will start, in days

cropOpID primary key

Table Principals
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A principal is a user or a group in WebRUSLE. A group can contain many users and

a user can be a member in many groups. By becoming a member of a group, the user

inherits permissions from the group. Table Principals stores general information for

each principal.

Table Principals

Column Name Description

principalID primary key

userName name of the principal

password password

firstName first name if the principal is an user

lastName last name if the principal is an user

telephone telephone number of the principal

address street address

city city in which the principal live

state state of the city

zip zip code for the street address

email e-mail address of the principal

isGroup true if the principal is a group

Table Contains

Table Contains stores membership information for each group.

Table Contains

Column Name Description

parentPrincipal group

childPrincipal a member of the group

Table PrincipalFields

A principal may own multiple fields. The PrincipalFields table indicates which field

can be accessed by which principals. The access method can be as an owner or write-

allowed.
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Table PrincipalFields

Column Name Description

principalID foreign key to table Principals

fieldID foreign key to table Fields

isOwner true if the principal is an owner of the field

allowWrite true if the principal can modify the fields’ data

Table TransitiveMembership

The time required for check the membership for a principal is proportional to the num-

ber of the groups of which the principal is a member. To reduce this time, we can

pre-compute the permissions and keep them in another table. This table is called

TransitiveMembership.

Table TransitiveMembership

Column Name Description

parentPrincipal group

childPrincipal a member of the group

Stored Procedures

All the stored procedures in WebRUSLE are for security purposes. There are three stored

procedures: Login, Authenticate, and BuildTransitiveMembership. The Login pro-

cedure is for checking an user identity. The Authenticate procedure is used to find the

permissions available to a user. The BuildTransitiveMembership procedure is used for

building table TransitiveMembership. The data in the TransitiveMembership table

is re-generated whenever there is a modification in the Contains table.

Triggers

There is only one trigger: UpdateContainEnums. The UpdateContainEnums trigger in-

vokes the BuildTransitiveMembership procedure when an insertion, updatation, or

deletion occurs in the Contains table.
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5 Calculation Component

The calculation component computes the RUSLE factors by using the data stored in the

WebRUSLE database. After the computation, the results are stored to the database. A

class is defined for each table in the database. Such a class loads the data from the table

associated with it, computes RUSLE factors, and stores the result back to the database.

The class diagram for the calculation component is given in Figure 5.

Field

Rotation

Crop

Operation

EffectRemoveCrop

DisturbSoil

AddCropResidue

RemoveCropResidueAddOtherResidue RemoveAllResidue

PlantCrop

KillCrop

Regrowth

1
*

1
*

1
*

WeatherStation
1 1

1
*

Figure 5: Class diagram for the calculation component.

We now describe implementation details of each class.

Class WeatherStation
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A WeatherStation represents a record from table WeatherStation. This record rep-

resents a weather station which affects the R factor for a field. The most important

property of class WeatherStation is the R factor which is precomputed.

class WeatherStation {

// Public member data
public int wsID; // weather station ID
public string address; // weather station address
public string city; //
public string state; //
public double latitude; //
public double longitude; //
private int eiRegionID; // EI region where weather station is located
public int freezeFreeDays; // number of freeze-free days in a year
public double elevation; // elevation (in feet)
public double tenYearEI; // single-storm maximum EI having recurrence
public double R; // R factor value
public double[] eiValues;// Periodic EI values (24 periods)
private double[] temps; // Annual temperature values (12 months)
private double[] pcps; // Annual precipitation values (12 months)

}

Figure 6: Class WeatherStation.

Class Field

A Field represents a record from table Field. Class Field computes two RUSLE

factors: LS and P factors. The class delegates retrieval that of R factor to the Weath-

erStation class, retrieval that of K factor to GIS interface, and computation that of C

factor to Rotation class.

Class Rotation

A Rotation represents a record from table Rotation. A rotation is a sequence of crops

on a field. The Rotation class knows how to compute the A and C factor.

Class Crop

A Crop represents a record from table Crop.
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class Field {

// Properties
public WeatherStation weather; // Weather station for this field
public Rotation[] rotations; // Rotation for this field
public SoilSegment[] soilSegments; // Soil type in this field
public TopoSegment[] topoSegments; // Topological segments
public FreqDisturb[] freqDisturbs; // Frequent disturbances
public InfreqDisturb[] infreqDisturbs;// Infrequent disturbances
public VegStrip[] vegStrips; // Vegetation strips for this field
public double K; // K factor value
public double LS; // LS factor value

// Method
public void CalcA(); // Calc. annual soi-loss
public void CalcLS(); // Calc. LS factor
public void CalcP(); // Calc. P factor

}

Figure 7: Class Field.

class Rotation {

// Properties
public int rotID; // rotationId
public double bValue; // bValue
public bool doMoisture; // Calc. moisture?
public bool doSense; // Calc. senes?
public string comments;
public uint rotYears; // number of years of this rotation
public Field field; // Field that use this rotation
public Crop[] crops; // The crop instances in this rotation

public void CalcA() { // Calculate A value for this rotation
public void CalcC() { // Calculate C value for this rotation

}

Figure 8: Class Rotation.
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class Crop {

// Properties
public int cropID; // Crop ID
public int cropTypeID; // CropType ID
public Rotation rotation; // Rotation containing crop
public CropGrowth[] cropGrowths;// Periodic crop growth
public Operation[] operations; // Operation instances for this crop
public bool doSenes; // Need to calc. senes rate?
public string cropName; // Crop Name
public int category; // Crop category
public string unit; // Unit of the crop
public double yield; // crop yield
public double weight; // fac. to convert crop yield from harv. unit to lbs
public double resRatio; // Ration of harv. residue to crop yield
public double rowSpacing; //
public double plantPop; //
public double moistureRate; // moisture dep rate for the crop
public double mysurfDecCof; // Surface decay coefficient
public double mysubDecCof; // Sub surface decay coefficient
public double weight30; // Weight at 30% cover
public double weight60; // Weight at 60% cover
public double weight90; // Weight at 90% cover

// Methods
public void BeginPeriod() { // Calc. new rmLossRate and

// senseRate
// at begining of period

}

Figure 9: Class Crop.
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Class Operation

An Operation represents a record from table Operation. An object instantiated from

class Operation computes the C factor by invoking method Perform.

class Operation {

// Properties
public int opID; // Operation ID
public string operationName; // Op name
public Crop crop; // The Crop that has this operation
public Date opDate; // Date to start this op
public Effect[] effectTypes; // Allowable effect types

// Methods
public void perform() { // Perform this operation

}

Figure 10: Class Operation.

Class Effect

Effect represents a record from table Effect. Class Effect is an abstract class which

have nine sub-classes.

1. RemoveCrop – The effect caused by the removal of crop from the field.

2. DisturbSoil – The effect caused by the disturbance of crop on the field.

3. AddCropResidue – The effect caused by the addition of crop into the field.

4. AddOtherResidue – The effect caused by the addition of residues from other

sources to the field.

5. RemoveCropResidue – The effect caused by the removal of crop residues from the

field

6. RemoveAllResidue – The effect caused by the removal of all crop residues from

the field.

7. PlantCrop – The effect caused by the planting of a crop on the field.
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8. KillCrop – The effect caused by the killing of a crop in the field.

9. Regrowth – The effect caused by the regrowth of a crop on the field.

class Effect {
public override void Take(Operation anOp) { // Perform effect

}

Figure 11: Class Effect.

5.1 Computing the R Factor

The value of the R factor are precalculated for each weather station from historical

weather data. These values are stored in table WeatherStation, and a WeatherStation

loads its R factor value from that table.

Field WeatherStation

get R 

Database

WeatherStation table

Figure 12: Sequence diagram for retrieving R factor.

5.2 Computing the K Factor

The K factor is retrieved from the SSURGO soil database. How to retrieve the value

will be described in section 5.
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5.3 Computing the LS Factor

The LS factor for a Field can be computed with method CalcLS in class Field. This

method first computes the LS value for each topological segment in a field. The LS value

for the field is obtained as the average of the LS values of those topological segments.

5.4 Computing the C Factor

The C factor for a Rotation is calculated with method CalcC. A time period for each

rotation is divided into time segments. A time segment is the smallest unit for computing

the C factor. The start date of time segment is the start date of a half-month period or

the start date of an operation.

There are 24 half-month periods in one year: [ 1/1 - 1/15 ], [ 1/16 - 1/31 ], [ 2/1

- 2/15 ], and so on. If only one operation is performed on January 7 then the time

segment are [ 1/1 - 1/6 ] and [ 1/7 - 1/15 ].

The value of the C factor can be computed as follows.

1. For each half-month period, a Rotation invokes method BeginPeriod of a Crop

which is grown on that period.

2. When an Operation occurs, the Rotation invokes method Perform of this Operation.

3. The Operation invokes method Take for each Effect the Operation has.

Figure 13 shows the sequence diagram for calculating of the C factor.

5.5 Computing the P Factor

The value of the P factor is calculated in class Field. The type of disturbance on a field

determines how the P factor is calculated. The P factor for frequent disturbance is

computed from strip croppings, whereas that for infrequent disturbance is com-

puted from mechanical factor in the field.
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Field Rotation Crop Operation Effect

CalcC

BeginPeriod

Take

Perform            

return Take

return Perform                    

return BeginPeriod

return CalcC

Figure 13: Sequence diagram for computing C factor.

6 WebRUSLE User Interface

The user interface of WebRUSLE consists of a set of Web forms. With these forms, a

user can provide and modify data for fields, crops, rotations, operations, and the effects

of operations and then performs a calculation. The results of the calculation are shown

both in textual form and as a graph.

Figure 15 shows the WebRUSLE user interface. The tree structure in the left frame

is organized as follows.

1. The topmost node is the user node.

2. Multiple field nodes are displayed under the user node.

3. A field node can have multiple rotation nodes.
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Calc. P subfactor for contouring

Calc. P subfactor for terracing

Strip cropping sub factor Mechanical sub factor

Get P factor

frequent disturbance                                               infrequent disturbance

Figure 14: Activity diagram for computing the P factor.
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4. Each rotation node can have multiple crop nodes.

5. Each crop can have multiple operation nodes.

6. Each operation can have multiple effect nodes.

The following nodes are currently displayed in the treeview.

1. The user is teerawat who can access fields “Test Field” and “Corvallis Field”.

2. Field “Test Field” contains rotation “cnv-corn”, which in turn contains crop

“corn; 125 bu”.

3. The crop contains five operations “moldboard plow N”, “disk har; tandem N”,

“cultivator; field N”, “planter; conventnl N”, “cultivator; row N”, and

“harvest”.

4. The “moldboard plow N” operation has effects “Disturb Soil” and “Kill Crop”.

Figure 15: Organization of the WebRUSLE interface.
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To view the data associated with a node in the tree, left-click on the node. The

data-form provided for that node is displayed in the right frame. The data in the data

form can be modified. A node can be inserted into or removed from the tree.

Inserting, Updating, and Deleting a Node and its Data

The data for a field can be inserted, updated, and deleted as follow.

1. To insert a field node, right click on the user node, and then select the Insert

Child option from the popup menu. This will insert into the database a field with

the default data.

2. To update the data for a field, first click on the field node. Then the Web form for

the field node as shown in Figure 15 is displayed. A user can modify the data in

the Web form and then click the Update button to store the updated data in the

database.

3. To delete a field node, right-click on the field node, and then choose the Delete

option from the popup menu. This will delete the field node from the database.

The data for a rotation, a crop, an operation, and an effect can be inserted, modified,

and deleted in a similar way as the data for a field. Figure 16, 17, 18, and 19 show the

data form for rotation “cnv corn”, crop “corn; 125 bu”, operation moldboard plow

N, and effect Disturb Soil, respectively.
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Figure 16: The data form for the cnv-corn rotation.

Figure 17: The data form for the “corn; 125 bu” crop.
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Figure 18: The data form for the “moldboard plow N” operation.

Figure 19: The data form for the “Disturb Soil” effect.
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7 Map Interface

A user can use the map interface to retrieved the location and the area of the field.

Once, the location of the field is identified, the soil data, including the K factor, can be

retrieved from the the SSURGO soil database. For this purpose, the map interface can

be used as follow.

1. To open the data form containing the field data, left-click on the field node, then

left-click on link “From Soil Map...” on this form. Then the map interface of

the SoilMap Viewer [3] shown in Figure 20 is displayed.

2. Locate the field by using the map navigation tools for zoom-in, zoom-out, and

panning operations. The map navigation tools are located in the toolbar shown in

Figure 21.

3. To zoom in, select the zoom-in tool by left-clicking on it, and draw a zoom-in box

on the map where you want the zoom in.

4. A zoom-out operation occurs in the opposite way. The area currently displayed

will shrink to the zoom out box.

5. To set boudaries of the field, left-click the Set Boundary button on the bottom of

the SoilMap Viewer page. When the button is highlighted, set the field boundary

points, one at a time by left-clicking on the map. Once the last boundary point is

added, click on the Close button. The polygon for the field is drawn as shown in

Figure 22. Finally, left-click the Done button.

6. Once the location of the field is determined, the K factor and the soil types for

each soil segment in the field is retrieved from the soil database. The area of the

field is calculated with the ArcSDE library. All the data retrieved are stored in

the Field table in the WebRUSLE database, and they are displayed as shown in

Figure 23.
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Figure 20: The SoilMap Viewer.

Figure 21: The map toolbar.
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Figure 22: Field boundary.

Figure 23: Information retrieved from the SoilMap Viewer.
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8 Displaying the Calculation Result as a Graph

The result of the WebRUSLE calculation can be displayed as a graph.

1. To perform a RUSLE calculation, click on the Compute button on the Field data

form. The simulator component then performs the calculation on the data of the

field. Once the calcultaion is completed, the results are stored in the database.

2. To show the sub-factors of the C factor as a graph, click on the Show Graph button.

Figure 24 shows the graph displaying these sub-factors.

Figure 24: The Graph displaying the sub-factors of the C factor.
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9 WebRUSLE User Interface for Sample Data

The sample data for the WebRUSLE can be inserted , modified, and removed from the

database with Web forms. These forms allow an administrator to add, modify, and

delete sample data for rotations, crops, operations, weather stations, and soils. The

sample data, formally known as type data, can be copied by a user.

Figure 25 shows the the WebRUSLE user interface for the sample data. The tree

structure in the left frame is organized as follows.

1. There are five root nodes: “Rotation Types”, “Crop Types”, “Operation Types”,

“Soil Series”, and “Weather Stations”.

2. The nodes for rotation types are under the node Rotation Types, the nodes for

crop types are under the node Crop Types, and so on.

3. The organization of each data node, i.e., a rotation type node, a crop type node, or

a operation type node, is similar to the node of its instance, i.e., a rotation node, a

crop node, or a operation node from the WebRUSLE interface.

4. Inserting, updating, and deleting a sample-data node and the data associated with

it can be performed as operarations on instance nodes are performed.
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Figure 25: The organization of the WebRUSLE user interface for the sample data.

10 WebRUSLE Security Mechanism

In this section, we describe the security mechanism used by WebRUSLE. A field can

have multiple owners. An owner of a field can allow other users to view, modify, and

take the ownership of his field. When the ownership of a field is given to another user,

that user becomes another owner of the field.

Figure 26 displays a Web form containing the authorization data for field “Test

Field”. The form display the access control list (ACL) for the field. The ACL is a

matrix that shows which users can perform which operations on the field for the field.

The leftmost column displays names of the users who can access the data. Each row

in the ACL indicates the authorization for reading and writing the field data and being

the ownership.

The permissions data for the field can be manipulated as follows.

1. To open a Web form containing the permissions data for a field, right-click on the

field node and then choose the “Permission...” option from the popup menu.

The security management form for the field, as shown in Figure 26, will popup.

2. To allow a user to perform operations on the field data, select a user name from

the listbox on the right. Click on the “<---” button, the user name is then added
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Figure 26: The permissions for field “Test Field”.

to the ACL matrix on the left of the form.

3. To change the permissions given to the user, check or uncheck the Read, Write,

and Owner checkboxes.

4. To disallow a user from viewing the field, uncheck the Read checkbox. The user is

then removed from the ACL.
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11 Data Export/Import Mechanism

The WebRUSLE allows an owner of a field shares the field data among different We-

bRUSLE systems. The field data is exported as an XML file, which can be imported

to another WebRUSLE system. Exporting and importing the data for a field can be

performed as follows.

1. To export a field data, left click on the field node. The Web form containing the

field data is then displayed. If the Save button on the form is clicked on, the “File

Download” dialog box, as show in Figure 27, pops up. Click on the Save button

in the dialog box to confirm that you want to export the field data to a local file.

2. To insert a field node, right click on the user node and then select the “Load...”

item from the popup menu. The “FileUpload” Web form then pops up. Click on

the “Browse...” button, choose a local file containing the data for the field that

you want to add to the database.

Figure 27: The dialog box for exporting field data.

The export and import mechanism for the field data in the WebRUSLE is imple-

mented by class RusleXML.

A field data can be exported to and imported from a stream which can be created

to access a file or an HTTP socket.
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class RusleXML {
// Save field data to stream
public FieldDS WriteXml( int fieldID, System.IO.Stream stream );
// Load field data from IO stream
public FieldDS ReadXml( System.IO.Stream stream );
public void Insert(FieldDS fieldDS);

}

Figure 28: Class RusleXML.

1. To export the field data in XML to a stream, invoke function WriteXML, with the

fieldID of the field and the stream for storing the XML data as arguments.

2. To import the field data from a stream into an XML object, invoke function

ReadXML, with the input stream as an argument. The function then returns a

FieldDS as the output which store the data of a field.

3. To add the field data to the database, invoke function Insert with the FieldDS

returned from function ReadXML.
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12 Validation of Computation Results

In this section, we compare the LS, C, and P factors computed by the DOS-based RUSLE

and WebRUSLE. The R factor and the K factor values stored in table WeatherStations

and table NormalSoil in the database are not calculated by the WebRUSLE. We assume

that these values are correct. There are 3 test cases comparing the results calculated

by DOS RUSLE and WebRUSLE. Figure 29 shows test cases provided as the input files

calculated for DOS RUSLE and as the data of a rotation for WebRusle.

DOS RUSLE WebRUSLE

wheat.rus Wheat Field

columbia.rus Columbia, MO

yolosun.rus Yolo Sunflower

Figure 29: Test cases for comparing the results of DOS RUSLE and WebRUSLE.

12.1 Test Case with Field “Wheat Field”

Figure 30 shows the structure of Field “Wheat Field”.

Figure 30: The structure of Field Field Wheat.

The input data for Field “Wheat Field” is given in Figure 31.

The additional data for field “Wheat Field” are given in Figure 32.

Field “Wheat Field” contains one rotation named “wheat-fallow”, whose data are

given in Figure 33.
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Input Variable Input Value

Do Ponding no

Measurement Type horizontal

Segment Division varying in length

Land Use regularly tilled cropland

Disturbance Type frequent

Ridge Height no ridge

Furrow Grade [%] 0.8

Terrace Type closed outlet terrace or sediment basin

Interval [ft]

City of Weather Station PENDLETON, OR

K Factor 0.28

Figure 31: The input data for Field “Wheat Field”.

Rotation “wheat-fallow” contains one crop named “wheat; winter”, whose data

are given in Figure 34.

Figure 35 shows crop-growth data for Crop “wheat; winter”

There are two operations in Crop “wheat; winter”: operation “moldboard Plow N”

and operation “harvest” . Figure 36 and Figure 38 shows data for operation “moldboard

Plow N” and operation “harvest”, respectively.

Operation “moldboard Plow N” has two effects: “Disturb Soil” and “Kill Crop”.

Effect “Disturb Soil” shown in Figure 37 can be modified.

Operation “harvest” is one of the two operations performed on crop “wheat; winter”.

Figure 38 shows data for operation “harvest”. There are three effects for this operation:

effects “Remove Crop”, “Add Crop Residue”, and “Kill Crops”. These effects do not

allow a user to customize the data.

Figure 39 shows the results calculated by DOS RUSLE and by WebRUSLE.
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a) Disturbance data

Disturbance

No.

RI Set Cover Manage-

ment

Vegetation

Strips

Strip Width Speci-

fication

1 1.

cropland

C3) heavy

cov. and/or

very rough

2 2. enter strip

widths in feet

b) Soil segment data

Segment Percentage

in field

Rock cover Years to

Consoli-

date

Hydrological

group

Surface

texture

1 100 0 7 B:

moderately

low

runoff

potential

Silt loam

c) Topological segment data

Segment Length (feet) Gradient

1 20 11

2 30 9

d) Vegetation strip data

Strip Year No. Pattern Width Steepness

1 1 C6) no cover and/or min. rough 20.00 1.00

2 1 C1) estab. sod-forming grass 40.00 2.00

Figure 32: Additional data for field “Wheat Field”.
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Input variable Input value

Rotation Type wheat-fallow

Name wheat-fallow

Duration (yr) 2

B value

Adjust for moisture no

Adjust for senescene no

n

Figure 33: Rotation “wheat-fallow”.

Input variable Input value

Crop Type wheat; winter

Crop Name wheat; winter

Crop Category time-varying

Unit bushels

Yield 45

Weight [ lb ] 60

Residue Ratio 2

Row Spacing [ inch ] 7

Plant Population [ #/acre ] 890000

Moisture Depletion Rate

Surface Residue Const 0

Subsurface Residue Const 0

Residue Weight 30% Cover [ #/acre ] 600

Residue Weight 60% Cover [ #/acre ] 1550

Residue Weight 90% Cover [ #/acre ] 3850

Figure 34: Crop “wheat; winter”.
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Days of growth Root mass Canopy cover Fall height

0 0 0 0

15 30 0.05 0.1

30 120 0.2 0.2

45 300 0.35 0.2

60 320 0.35 0.2

75 320 0.35 0.2

90 320 0.35 0.2

105 320 0.35 0.2

120 320 0.35 0.2

135 320 0.35 0.2

150 320 0.35 0.2

165 320 0.35 0.2

180 340 0.4 0.5

195 400 0.6 1

210 660 0.9 1.3

225 1000 1 1.5

240 1200 1 1.5

255 1200 1 1.5

Figure 35: Crop-growth for Crop “wheat; winter”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type moldboard Plow N

Name moldboard Plow N

Start Date 4/15/2001

Figure 36: Operation “moldboard Plow N”.
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Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 100

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 1.9

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 8

Figure 37: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type harvest

Name harvest

Start Date 10/12/2001

Figure 38: Operation “Harvest”.

RUSLE Factor WebRUSLE DOS RUSLE

A 0.07 0.06

R 8 8

K 0.28 0.28

LS 0.90 0.90

C 0.80 0.80

P 0.04 0.037

Figure 39: The results calculated by WebRUSLE and DOS RUSLE.
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12.2 Test Case with Field “Columbia, MO”

Figure 40 shows the structure of Field “Columbia, MO”.

Figure 40: The structure of Field Columbia, MO.

The input data for Field “Columbia, MO” is given in Figure 41.

The additional data for field “Columbia, MO” are given in Figure 42.
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Input Variable Input Value

Do Ponding no

Measurement Type horizontal

Segment Division varying in length

Land Use regularly tilled cropland

Disturbance Type frequent

Ridge Height moderate ridges (3-4)

Furrow Grade [%] 0.6

Terrace Type closed outlet terrace or sediment basin

Interval [ft] 0

City of Weather Station COLUMBIA, MO

K Factor 0.264

Figure 41: The input data for Field “Columbia, MO”
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a) Disturbance data

Disturbance

No.

RI Set Cover Manage-

ment

Vegetation

Strips

Strip Width Speci-

fication

1 1.

cropland

C6) no cover

and/or min.

rough.

0 1. enter

location of

bottom of strip

as % of slope

length

b) Soil segment data

Segment Percentage

in field

Rock cover Years to

Consoli-

date

Hydrological

group

Surface

texture

1 100 0 7 B:

moderately

low

runoff

potential

Silt loam

c) Topological segment data

Segment Length (feet) Gradient

1 60 19

2 40 11

3 20 4

Figure 42: Additional data for field “Columbia, MO”.

Field “Columbia, MO” contains one rotation named “cnv-corn”, whose data are

given in Figure 43.

Rotation “cnv-corn” contains one crop named “corn; 125bu”, whose data are given

in Figure 44.

Figure 45 shows crop-growth data for Crop “corn; 125bu”.
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Input variable Input value

Rotation Type cnv-corn

Name cnv-corn

Duration (yr) 1

B value

Adjust for moisture no

Adjust for senescene no

Figure 43: Rotation data for “cnv-corn”.

Input variable Input value

Crop Type corn; 125bu

Crop Name corn; 125bu

Crop Category time-varying

Unit bushels

Yield 125

Weight [ lb ] 56

Residue Ratio 1

Row Spacing [ inch ] 30

Plant Population [ #/acre ] 25000

Moisture Depletion Rate 1

Surface Residue Const 0.016

Subsurface Residue Const 0.016

Residue Weight 30% Cover [ #/acre ] 950

Residue Weight 60% Cover [ #/acre ] 2400

Residue Weight 90% Cover [ #/acre ] 6050

Figure 44: Crop data for “corn; 125bu”.
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Days of growth Root mass Canopy cover Fall height

0 0 0 0

15 50 0.05 0.1

30 180 0.1 0.5

45 350 0.5 1

60 530 0.8 1.7

75 840 1 2.5

90 1060 1 3

105 1060 1 3

120 1060 1 3

135 1060 1 3

150 1060 0.9 3

165 1060 0.7 3

Figure 45: Crop-growth for Crop “corn; 125bu”
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There are six operations in Crop “corn; 125bu”: operation “moldboard Plow N”,

operation “disk har; tandem N”, operation “cultivator; field N”, operation “planter;

conventnl N”, operation “cultivator; row N”, and operation “harvest”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type moldboard Plow N

Name moldboard Plow N

Start Date 4/15/2003

Figure 46: Operation “moldboard Plow N”.

Operation “moldboard Plow N” has two effects: “Disturb Soil” and “Kill Crop”.

Effect “Disturb Soil” shown in Figure 47 can be modified.

Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 100

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 1.9

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 8

Figure 47: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “disk har; tandem N”, whose data are shown in Figure 48 is one of the

six operations performed on crop “corn; 125bu”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type disk har; tandem N

Name harvest

Start Date 5/1/2003

Figure 48: Operation “disk har; tandem N”.

There are two effects for this operation: effects “Disturb Soil” and “Kill Crop”.

Effect “Disturb Soil”, which is shown in Figure 49, can be modified.
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Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 100

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.8

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 4

Figure 49: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type cultivator; field N

Name harvest

Start Date 5/5/2003

Figure 50: Operation “cultivator; field N”.

Operation “cultivator; field N”, whose data are shown in Figure 50 is one of the

six operations performed on crop “corn; 125bu”.

There are two effects for this operation: effects “Disturb Soil” and “Kill Crop”.

Effect “Disturb Soil” shown in Figure 51 can be modified.

Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 100

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.7

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 3

Figure 51: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “planter; conventnl N”, whose data are shown in Figure 52 is one of

the six operations performed on crop “corn; 125bu”.

There are two effects for this operation: effects “Disturb Soil” and “Plant Crop”.
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Input variable Input value

Operation Type disk har; tandem N

Name harvest

Start Date 5/1/2003

Figure 52: Operation “disk har; tandem N”.

Effect “Disturb Soil” shown in Figure 53 can be modified.

Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 15

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.4

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 2

Figure 53: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “cultivator; row N”, whose data are shown in Figure 54 is one of the

six operations performed on crop “corn; 125bu”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type cultivator; row N

Name harvest

Start Date 6/10/2003

Figure 54: Operation “cultivator; row N”.

This operation contain only effect “Disturb Soil” whose data is shown in Figure

55.
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Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 85

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.7

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 2

Figure 55: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “harvest” is one of the two operations performed on crop “corn; 125bu”.

Figure 56 shows data for operation “harvest”. There are three effects for this operation:

effects “Remove Crop”, “Add Crop Residue”, and “Kill Crops”. These effects do not

allow a user to customize the data.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type harvest

Name harvest

Start Date 10/15/2003

Figure 56: Operation “Harvest”.

Figure 57 shows the results calculated by DOS RUSLE and by WebRUSLE.

RUSLE Factor WebRUSLE DOS RUSLE

A 6.19 6.2

R 205 205

K 0.264 0.264

LS 2.01 2.01

C 0.21 0.21

P 0.27 0.268

Figure 57: The results calculated by WebRUSLE and DOS RUSLE.
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12.3 Test Case with Field “yolo sunflower”

Figure 58 shows the structure of Field “yolo sunflower”.

Figure 58: The structure of Field yolo sunflower.

The input data for Field “yolo sunflower” is given in Figure 59.

The additional data for field “yolo sunflower” are given in Figure 60.
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Input Variable Input Value

Do Ponding no

Measurement Type down

Segment Division varying in length

Land Use regularly tilled cropland

Disturbance Type frequent

Ridge Height no ridge

Furrow Grade [%] 0

Terrace Type closed outlet terrace or sediment basin

Interval [ft] 0

City of Weather Station SACRAMENTO WSO AP, CA

K Factor 0.249

Figure 59: The input data for Field “yolo sunflower”.
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a) Disturbance data

Disturbance

No.

RI Set Cover Manage-

ment

Vegetation

Strips

Strip Width Speci-

fication

1 1.

cropland

C6) no cover

and/or min.

rough.

0 1. enter

location of

bottom of strip

as % of slope

length

b) Soil segment data

Segment Percentage

in field

Rock cover Years to

Consoli-

date

Hydrological

group

Surface

texture

1 100 0 7 B:

moderately

low

runoff

potential

Silty

clay

c) Topological segment data

Segment Length (feet) Gradient

1 1000 2

Figure 60: Additional data for field “yolo sunflower”.

Field “yolo sunflower” contains one rotation named “yolo sunflower”, whose

data are given in Figure 61.

Rotation “yolo sunflower” contains one crop named “yolo sunflower”, whose

data are given in Figure 62.

Figure 63 shows crop-growth data for Crop “yolo sunflower”
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Input variable Input value

Rotation Type yolo sunflower

Name yolo sunflower

Duration (yr) 1

B value

Adjust for moisture yes

Adjust for senescene no

Figure 61: Rotation “yolo sunflower”.

Input variable Input value

Crop Type yolo sunflower

Crop Name yolo sunflower

Crop Category time-varying

Unit pounds

Yield 1350

Weight [ lb ] 1

Residue Ratio 2.2

Row Spacing [ inch ] 20

Plant Population [ #/acre ] 16000

Moisture Depletion Rate

Surface Residue Const 0.016

Subsurface Residue Const 0.016

Residue Weight 30% Cover [ #/acre ] 1500

Residue Weight 60% Cover [ #/acre ] 3800

Residue Weight 90% Cover [ #/acre ] 8500

Figure 62: Crop “yolo sunflower”.
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Days of growth Root mass Canopy cover Fall height

0 0 0 0

15 50 0.2 0.5

30 125 0.4 1.8

45 200 0.6 2.5

60 275 0.8 3

75 350 0.8 3.2

90 400 0.8 3.2

105 450 0.8 3.2

120 500 0.6 3.2

135 500 0.6 3.2

150 500 0.4 3.2

Figure 63: Crop-growth for Crop “yolo sunflower”.
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There are six operations in Crop “yolo sunflower”: operation “yolo chis-disc;

sweeps N”, operation “disk har; tandem N”, operation “yolo cultivator; field

N”, operation “yolo no-till planter N”, operation “cultivator; row N”, and op-

eration “yolo combine; sunflower tray”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type yolo chis-disc; sweeps N

Name yolo chis-disc; sweeps N

Start Date 4/1/2003

Figure 64: Operation “yolo chis-disc; sweeps N”.

Operation “yolo chis-disc; sweeps N” has one effect named “Disturb Soil”

shown in Figure 65 .

Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 100

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 1.2

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 6

Figure 65: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “yolo harrow N”, whose data are shown in Figure 66 is one of the six

operations performed on crop “yolo sunflower”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type yolo harrow N

Name yolo harrow N

Start Date 4/15/2003

Figure 66: Operation “yolo harrow N”.

Operation “yolo harrow N” has one effect named “Disturb Soil” shown in Figure

67.
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Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 100

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.4

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 2

Figure 67: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “yolo cultivator; field N”, whose data are shown in Figure 68 is one

of the six operations performed on crop “yolo sunflower”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type yolo cultivator; field N

Name yolo cultivator; field N

Start Date 5/1/2003

Figure 68: Operation “yolo cultivator; field N”.

Operation “yolo cultivator; field N” has one effect named “Disturb Soil”

shown in Figure 69 .

Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 100

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.7

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 3

Figure 69: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “yolo no-till planter N”, whose data are shown in Figure 70 is one

of the six operations performed on crop “yolo sunflower”.
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Input variable Input value

Operation Type yolo no-till planter N

Name yolo no-till planter N

Start Date 5/15/2003

Figure 70: Operation data for “yolo harrow N”

There are two effects for this operation: effects “Disturb Soil” and “Plant Crop”.

Effect “Disturb Soil” shown in Figure 71 can be modified.

Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 15

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.4

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 2

Figure 71: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “yolo anhydrous applic. N”, whose data are shown in Figure 72 is

one of the six operations performed on crop “yolo sunflower”.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type yolo anhydrous applic. N

Name yolo anhydrous applic. N

Start Date 6/1/2003

Figure 72: Operation “yolo anhydrous applic. N”.

This operation contain only effect “Disturb Soil” whose data is shown in Figure

73.
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Input variable Input value

effectOrder 1

Category Disturb Soil

Surface Disturbed 15

Initial Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.6

Final Random Roughness [ inch ] 0.24

Measurement of Residue left 1

Residue left on Surface [ Depth of Residue Incorporation [ inch ] 2

Figure 73: Effect “Disturb Soil”.

Operation “yolo combine; sunflower tray” is one of the six operations performed

on crop “yolo sunflower”. Figure 74 shows data for operation “yolo combine; sunflower

tray”. There are three effects for this operation: effects “Remove Crop”, “Add Crop

Residue”, and “Kill Crops”. These effects do not allow a user to customize the data.

Input variable Input value

Operation Type yolo combine; sunflower tray

Name yolo combine; sunflower tray

Start Date 8/31/2003

Figure 74: Operation “Yolo Combine; Sunflower Tray”.

Figure 75 shows the results calculated by DOS RUSLE and by WebRUSLE.

RUSLE Factor WebRUSLE DOS RUSLE

A 0.15 0.17

R 40 40

K 0.249 0.24

LS 0.35 0.35

C 0.08 0.09

P 0.52 0.52

Figure 75: The results calculated by WebRUSLE and DOS RUSLE.
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13 Conclusions and Future Work

In the CREEDA project, we are integrating environmental-impact assesment applica-

tions into a coherent set of Web-based applications. WebRUSLE is one such application,

and it is used to estmate the amount of soil loss. The computation model of WebRUSLE

is identical to the one used by RUSLE 1.06, which is a DOS application. WebRUSLE is

written in C# as a ASP.NET Web Application. WebRUSLE also supports the following

additional features.

1. A tree-view provides a hierachical view of the WebRUSLE data. The tree-view

interface is similar to the interface of Window Explorer, with which many users of

Windows are familiar. Each tree node represents a WebRUSLE entity such as a

field, rotation, crop, operation, or effect. When a user selects a node, a Web form

containing the data for that node is displayed.

2. A user can specify the location of a field with the map interface by clicking the

boundary points of a field on the map. The K factor, the soil type, and the area

of the field are then automatically retrieved from the database.

3. A calculation results can be shown as a graph. The graphical output is easier for

a user to understand how various factors affect the soil loss.

4. An administrator can prepare sample data. The user may copy the sample data

for his use. The data copied can be then modified so that they meet the conditions

of his field.

5. The security mechanism can restrict users from accessing field data. An owner of

a field can allow other users to view and modify the data for his field or to become

an owner of the field.

6. The export/import mechanism allows the user to move field data to another We-

bRUSLE system. The data are exported as an XML file.

We have developed another application named WebWEPP [2]. The next major task

is to integrate WebRUSLE and WebWEPP so that they can share a common database.

We have re-implemented the calculation module of WebRUSLE in C#. A better

approach is to implement a seperate program that converts the data for Web forms

into the files that can be used by an existing DOS application, RUSLE 1.06b. In this

way, we do not need to worry about validation of the result. This approach is taken by

WebWEPP.
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